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Read
“More Causes of Climate” (pp. 61, 62).

Study Exercises

Temperature and precipitation are the two main things that make climate what it is.

Name the climate factors.

1. Which two climate factors mainly affect temperature?

2. Which climate factor mainly affects precipitation?

3. Which climate factor affects both temperature and precipitation?

Write leeward or windward.

4. Side of the mountain that the wind hits

5. Side of the mountain away from the wind

6. Side of the mountain where more precipitation falls

7. Side of the mountain where deserts and grasslands lie

Look at the maps on pages 46, 50, and 69.

8. Write the page number of the map that shows the most topography.

9. From that map, write the name of a topographical feature to prove your answer.

Lesson 7
Topography and Distance from Water

topography (tä päå grß f7) The shape or surface features of a region.

Pronounce this word to someone.
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Number the steps in order to tell how a mountain causes precipitation.

10. Moisture in the air condenses as the air cools.

When enough moisture condenses, it falls as precipitation.

The mountain causes air to rise.

The wind blows moist air toward a mountain.

The air cools as it rises.

Write the letter of the correct answer.

11. Two cities could be fairly close to each other but receive different amounts of precipitation.

Which of these would not be a reason for that?

a. One is larger than the other.

b. There is a mountain between them.

c. One is closer to the sea.

12. If the wind is from the west, the west side of a mountain will likely get ? rain than the
east side.

a. more b. less c. the same amount of

13. The element that warms or cools more slowly than the others is

a. land. b. air. c. water.

14. Regions near large bodies of water remain

a. warmer in summer. c. cooler in winter.

b. warmer in winter. d. cooler in summer.

15. A region downwind from a large body of water can be expected to

a. be drier than an area far from the water.

b. have cooler winds in winter.

c. have more rainfall than an area far from the water.

d. have a lot of mountains.

Write climate or weather.

16. The atmospheric conditions and precipitation at a given time is an area’s ,
and the usual atmospheric conditions and precipitation over a long period of time is an
area’s .

We Remember

Lesson 7
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Lesson 7

Match.

17. measures east or west of prime meridian

18. measures distance from the equator

19. measures height above sea level

20. 23½° north latitude

21. 23½° south latitude

22. higher altitude

23. lower latitude

24. 0° longitude

25. 0° latitude

Label these items on the globe.

prime meridian equator Tropic of Cancer Tropic of Capricorn North Pole South Pole

a. equator

b. latitude

c. altitude

d. longitude

e. prime meridian

f . Tropic of Cancer

g. lower temperature

h. higher temperature

i . Tropic of Capricorn

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

23½°

0°

0°

23½°
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Read
Finish reading “More Causes of Climate” (pp. 63-65).

Study Exercises

Write the letter from the map for each description.

1. A cold current (the Peru Current)

flows north here.

2. This is one of the driest places

on earth (the Atacama Desert).

3. A warm current (the South Equa-

torial Current) flows

north, bringing rainfall.

4. A warm current (The Brazil

Current) flows south, bringing

rainfall.

Complete this exercise.

5. Trace the warm ocean currents red

and the cold ocean current blue.

Lesson 8

Ocean Currents and Atmospheric Circulation

A

B

C

D
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Underline the correct choice.

6. A climate factor that affects both temperature and precipitation near the ocean is

atmospheric circulation, ocean currents.

7. A climate factor that effects both temperature and precipitation because it distributes heat and

moisture in the air is atmospheric circulation, ocean currents.

8. Ocean currents flowing from the poles to the equator are cold, warm.

9. Ocean currents flowing from the equator to the poles are cold, warm.

10. Cool air picks up more, less moisture than warm air. For this reason deserts usually lie near

cool, warm oceans.

Write the letter of the latitudes on the globe that matches each description.

11. Polar Easterlies (60-90° north and south)

12. Westerlies (30-60° north and south)

13. Trade Winds (0-30° north

and south)

14. between two wind

belts where many

of the largest

deserts are

located

15. winds blow from

the west in these

latitudes

16. cold winds blow from

the east in these latitudes

17. warm winds blow from the northeast

and southeast in these latitudes

18. large rain forests receive plenty of rain near this latitude

Lesson 8

A

B

C

E

C

B

A

D

0°

60°

30°

30°

60°

90°

90°

D
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Complete the tables.

Ocean Currents Affecting South America

Wind Belts Circling the Earth North and South of the Equator

Circle the correct choice under Latitude, Air direction/temperature, and Type of land
for the calm areas between the wind belts.

Location Latitude Air direction/temperature Type of land

25. Between N & S trade winds 0° 30° rising warm sinking cool desert rain forest

26. Between trade winds & westerlies 0° 30° rising warm sinking cool desert rain forest

Answer these questions.

27. What three things cause ocean currents to move?

19.

20.

21.

LOCATION OF
CURRENT

NAME OF
CURRENT

TEMPERATURE
Write warm or cool

RAINFALL
Write dry or moist

southwest coast

northeast coast

southeast coast

22.

23.

24.

NAME OF WIND BELT LATITUDES
NORTH AND SOUTH

DIRECTION FROM
WHICH THEY BLOW

polar easterlies

westerlies

trade winds

Lesson 8
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Lesson 8

28. What two movements of the earth create wind by mixing air?

Underline the correct choices.

29. Altitude and latitude most directly affect a region’s temperature, precipitation.

30. Distance from water, cities directly affects a region’s temperature and precipitation.

31. Topography most directly affects a region’s temperature, precipitation.

32. The earth’s topography, tilt, shape keeps the sun from always shining straight down on the

same place.

33. Because air, water, land gains and loses heat more slowly than the other two elements,

regions near oceans, mountains stay cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

34. The windward, leeward side of a mountain is the side from which the wind hits it. The side

away from the wind is the windward, leeward side.

35. As the wind pushes air up a mountainside, the air gets warmer, cooler; as that happens, the

moisture in the air condenses, evaporates and falls to the earth as precipitation.

Thus the windward, leeward side of a mountain gets more rain.

36. An area’s shape or surface features are its topography, climate.

We Remember


